Tonkawa Public Library Collection. Papers, 1834–1938. .10 foot.
Subject collection. Typescripts (1938) of interviews with pioneers and army officers associated with the Tonkawa, Oklahoma, area regarding U.S. Army operations, Indians, the establishment of churches, schools, forts, communities, trails and roads, and the general settlement of that area from 1834 forward. Also in this collection are several typescripts (1938) of news articles regarding settlement in Oklahoma and Oklahoma Territory.

Box T-3

"Blazing Trail for Civilization in Oklahoma - by Captain R.T. Jacob

Untitled typescript beginning "There have been few girlhoods…" (concerns Bertha Brewer Plummer 2 copies)

Letter from Sam P. Ridings to Edna Porter 5-5-1938 (2 copies)

"Boats Steamed up the Arkansas in Pioneer Days" - by Grant Foreman

"Finding of Spring, Still Flowing Today, Determined Townsite"

"Aunt Blanche Writes of Two Pioneer Grant Women"

"Aunt Blanche Writes of Two 'Noras' Mothers with Worthwhile Histories"

"Aunt Blanche Tells Life Story of The Theodore J. Lehrlings"

"Heisel Chapel Built on Bias but no Bias Evinced by Devout Congregation" - by Aunt Blanche

Typescript of Lewis H. Brown by his sister Lydia H. Turner 7-28-1938 (2 copies)

Typescript by Eugene Cooper 5-20-1938 (2 copies)

Typescript by Lee A. Card 7-9-1938 (2 copies)

Untitled typescript beginning "If you were sitting…" (2 copies)

"Road Notice" (2 copies)
Blackwell Rock Record 9-21-1893; typescript of items from this paper (2 copies)

Township map; has Kay and Grant counties on one border (2 copies)

Hand-drawn map (2 copies)

Typescript by L.F. Carroll 6-1-1938 (2 copies)

Hand-drawn map of Arkansas City Trail (2 copies)

Typescript entitled "Early Tonkawa Newspapers" (2 copies)

"The Story of the Strip Opening" - by A.M. Thomas

Typescript beginning "Recently in going through the cemetery…" (handwritten note says it is from A.M. Thomas)

"Chief Joseph's Fight for Land Is Revived in a Court Battle"